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#BREAKTHEGAME

SUMMARY
This is the story of how Under Armour
cemented its connection to the best
basketball player on the planet, one
3-pointer at a time.
Basketball, at its core, is about putting the ball in the basket.
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And in March 2016, nobody on the planet was putting the ball in the basket
quite like Golden State superstar Stephen Curry. He was well on his way to
winning a second most valuable player award, and his unprecedented shooting
had made him a mainstream icon and legitimate phenomenon.
He single-handedly helped Under Armour, his athletic endorser and the maker
of his signature shoe, become a credible threat in the lucrative basketball
category.
But the brand was struggling to fully keep up with Curry-mania. And With a shoe
launch on the way, people weren’t connecting Curry to the brand.
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This is a story of how we helped change that.
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By releasing a three second ad every time Curry hit a 3-pointer, we hijacked our
audience's second-screen experience and created an indelible connection
between Curry and the Under Armour brand every time his game reached
unprecedented heights throughout his playoff run.

BACKGROUND

Under Armour had the best player in
basketball – a sponsor’s dream come true.
In 2013, Under Armour, a brand synonymous with championing the underdog, signed
Stephen Curry, an underdog with great promise.
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But before they knew it, the brand found itself with something much more. In the blink of an
eye, Curry became the most popular player in basketball, one of the most popular athletes
in the world, and a genuine pop-culture celebrity.
On the surface, this was the best thing that could happen to Under Armour’s upstart
basketball franchise. We had a player who could single-handedly cement the brand as a
credible threat in the category and contribute to rising sneaker and apparel sales.
But there are downsides of having a player as transformative as Curry seemingly come
out of nowhere.
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2013 Jersey sales: <Top 15
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2015 Jersey sales: #1

CHALLENGE

Simply put, the brand was racing to
keep up with Curry’s meteoric rise.
Nobody was quite prepared for Curry to become a phenomenon so quickly,
but everyone was ready to quickly take advantage of his massive popularity.
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Marketers – the number of which tripled in less than a year – were
swooping in to capitalize on his star power with endorsement deals and
commercials.
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Under Armour bet on Curry and that bet was paying off. But as his fame
grew, the brand was facing the real possibility of being drowned out.
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I been Steph Curry with the shot
Been cookin' with the sauce, chef, curry
with the pot, boy
-Drake, 0 to 100 Lyrics

CHALLENGE

18.5M

Curry’s stunning start to the
2015-16 season only compounded the
problem.
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With an MVP in his pocket and a championship ring on his finger, Curry
came out of the gate dominating, and his fame somehow got
exponentially crazier.
He was doing things in the game no one thought possible. And night
after night, everybody, on every platform, was talking about him.
The brand simply didn’t have the investment levels allocated to cut
through this new level of cultural frenzy, and, as a result, few people were
connecting Curry to Under Armour.
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For Under Armour, conquering basketball was key to future growth. And
after years on the sidelines, Curry was our best opportunity to gain
traction – and the opportunity was in real danger of passing us by.
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116K

We had to do something, and fortunately, we had tremendous runway to
do it.

TOTAL MENTIONS OF CURRY

TOTAL MENTIONS OF CURRY
LINKED TO UNDER ARMOUR

OBJECTIVES

How could Under Armour hijack the
conversation?
With the NBA Playoffs on the horizon, we identified an opportunity.
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It would be a huge forum for us to accomplish our two key objectives:
1.
2.

Create an indelible connection between Curry and Under Armour.
Drive more visibility for the upcoming launch of Curry’s new shoe.

But because we had little media or production money, producing a fancy,
expensive playoff spot was not an option (or even part of the strategy).
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It was time to roll up our sleeves and tackle the challenge the Under
Armour way – scrappy and resourceful.
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INSIGHT

THE TOP 10 3-POINT INDIVIDUAL
Shooting 3-pointers was a major
factor in Curry’s magnetic appeal.
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SHOOTING SEASONS OF ALL TIME
402

Curry has the record for 3-pointers made in a game, 3-pointers made in a playoff
series, and consecutive games with a 3-pointer. And entering the 2016 playoffs,
he was averaging an unfathomable five 3-pointers a game, well past shattering
his own NBA record for 3-pointers made in a season.
It could be argued that nothing in sports was more reliable than Curry hitting a
three, and that no athlete was more synonymous with their superpower than
Curry was with his 3-point shooting.
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243

RICHARDSON

This got us thinking – if we knew Curry was consistently good for at least five
3-pointers a game, how could we attach ourselves to the skill people love most
about him?

INSIGHT

Twitter is the beating heart of
basketball.
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Research told us what we already knew as fans: audiences weren’t just passively
consuming the game, they were using their second screen to interact with it.
Basketball, more than any other sport, is inherently tailored to the second screen: the
game has endless potential for big plays and high-energy moments that thrive on
social platforms.
And nowhere was this more true than on Twitter - Twitter was the beating heart and
central nervous system of our audience’s fandom, a place where serious analysis
flowed alongside highlights, jokes, and trash talk.
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In fact, an astonishing 94 percent of our young athlete audience was simultaneously
on Twitter while watching live sports. This presented a tremendous untapped
opportunity.
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INSIGHT

And nothing lit up fans’ Twitter feeds
like Curry hitting a three.
Michael Jordan’s legend was born out of television and Nike ads.
Curry’s legend was growing on Twitter every night he played.
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The incredible effect of his shotmaking consistently sent the platform into a
meltdown. Comments. Expletives. Memes. Conversations. According to NBA data, he
was, astoundly, mentioned 12 million times on Twitter in a 90-day period during the
season, 40 percent more than any other NBA story during the same time period.
In this, we saw our way in:
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By hijacking our audience’s second screen experience, we could insert Under Armour
into the very moments when Curry-mania peaked.
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THE STRATEGY
Turn live Curry moments into Under
Armour moments.
By aligning Curry’s prolific shooting with our audience’s second-screen
behavior, we could link Under Armour and Steph Curry in real time, in every
game, for the entire two months of the playoffs.
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THE BRIEF
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Our brief was straightforward:
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Give people a reason to think of
Under Armour – and Curry’s new shoe
– every time Curry hit a three in
the playoffs.

CREATIVE

Every time Curry hit a three, Under
Armour would release a three second ad.
That’s right. Every. Single. Time.
Right as the shot dropped.
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Every Curry three would become a 3-second Under Armour moment too.
Before the playoffs started, we shot more than 100 three second ads with Curry.
Strategy worked with the creative teams to plan ahead for different situations so each
ad would be contextual when it was tweeted.
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We made some for when Curry broke a shooting record and some for when he hit
back-to-back threes. Some were made specifically for buzzer-beaters, and some were
for crazy, acrobatic plays. Others were designed for when he was having an incredible
game. And they all harkened back to Under Armour, with the same visual end card.
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ROLL OUT

#breakthegame
As we established, Twitter was the go-to social companion for our
audience, and thus, we chose it as our central campaign platform.
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Using smart targeting and sequential messaging strategies, we
served our three second videos to people who we knew were
watching and engaging with the game.
We also used Facebook and Instagram as additional social
platforms to drive program reach and keep us socially relevant
beyond just the real-time 3-point moments.
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Across all platforms and channels, we used the hashtag
#breakthegame, to unify the various campaign elements and
encourage users to engage with content across channels.
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We released 91 original three-second
ads that gave us two and a half months
worth of original content - all for the
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cost of airing a single playoff spot.

SUCCESS

130 MILLION
Number of social media impressions
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And like Curry, the numbers
speak for themselves.

2x
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More content shared than average for UA Hoops Twitter
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8%
Lift in Curry product page traffic without a link to UA.com

SUCCESS

Most importantly, we successfully
got people talking about Curry and
Under Armour in the same sentence.
We set out to ensure the world knew Stephen Curry was an Under Armour
athlete, and #breakthegame did just that.
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By making Curry’s biggest moments Under Armour moments, we were able to
hijack our audience’s viewing experience and finally tie Curry’s greatness on
the court back to the brand, so his success could propel ours.
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INCREASE IN CONVERSATIONS LINKING UA WITH CURRY
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THANK YOU

